
Blachholzkapelle -  
Enthgrieß - Hassler Schlucht (little waterfall)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours ••
From the village center walk in direction of the gondola. Before the 
„Brennerei Brandtner“ turn left and walk via the Wiesenweg to the 
Blachholz chapel and then further on to the Genussladen Seibl (pos-
sibility to rest). From there you continue via Reiterdörfl to Mühltal and 
into the wild romantic Hassler Schlucht to the waterfall. Take the same 
way back to the Genussladen Seibl and via the walking path back to 
the village center.

Weissbachschlucht (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours •
From the village center walk in the direction of St. Ulrich am Pillersee 
until the Weissbach parking. From there take the forest trail on the 
right along the river into the gorge (approx. 3 km). At the second game 
feeding area take the left trail to the restaurant Oberweissbach. From 
there you can either walk over the toboggan run to the Weissbach 
parking (1/2 hr) or over the Rechensauhöfe to the Gasthof St. Adolari 
and on the bike path back to the starting point.

Hackenschmiede - Schäferaukapelle - 
Kneippanlage (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
From the village center walk in direction of the Pillersee along the Achen-
weg (left) all the way to the mill wheel of the old Hackenschmiede. Via the 
„Pfarrersteigl“ to the Schäferau chapel. From there along the mountain side 
to the Kneippanlage/Seisenbachquelle and back via district of Unterwasser.

Via the Durchkaseralm to Fellhorn (1.764 m)

Walking time: approx. 5 hours •
From the Steinplatte parking take the nature trail (Brennhütte) to the 
Durchkaseralm and Windbühel. From there take the trail on the left (No 6) to 
the Straubinger Haus (1.588m). From there walk to the Fellhorn.

Via Wemeteigenalm to the Steinplattengipfel 
(1.869 m - round trip)

Walking time: approx. 4 ½ - 6 hours ••
From the village center you walk through the „Hintergasse“ and the 
underpass. Follow the Elmbachsteig on the right and walk up to the 
Wemeteigenalm and then further on to the Wieslochsteig. From there 
you climb over a belayed track up to the peak. You return over „Kam-
merkör“ and the Körsteig back to the Grünwaldalm. From there you 
take the steep descending track to the Schredergasse back to Waid-
ring. Possiblity to use the cable car!

Triassic Trail - Steinplattengipfel (1.869 m - round trip)

Walking time: approx. 1 ½ hours •
From the top station of the cable car walk in direction of the peak. 
After the top of the chairlift station take the left pathway (No 8 - Pan-
oramaweg). Follow this trail to the peak.

Waidringer panorama trail (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 4-5 hours ••
The starting point is in the community of Strub. Take the forest path 
to the turnoff Griessbachersteig and further on to the Kitzgrabenhütte. 
(Peak tip: from here a steep track leads in a few serpentines up to 
the Brunnkopf, 1.780 m, DIFFICULT! ) Walk past the Kitzgrabenhütte 
and follow the path on the left downhill towards the valley through 
the Teufelsklamm across Gasthof St. Adolari. Continue to the right 
and take the street to Peiting/Schöttlbauer, right at the „Mühlberg“ to 
the Schäferaukapelle and then take the shady path all the way to the 
Kneippanlage/Seisenbachquelle back to the starting point.

Via Breitaualmen to Grießbachklamm (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 6,5 hours •
Starting point is the T-bar lift parking at the Hausberg. Follow the 
nordic-walking practice route up to the drive way. Then further on the 
right side to the turnoff Krinnsattel, from there up to the Sattel and 
further on to the Talsenalm. Walk over the Grünsattel to Raineralm 
and then further on to the turnoff „Hochbreitaualm“. There you take 
the path straight ahead down to the valley to the Weizenbichlalm, 
Bichlbaueralm and to the Grießbach. At the end you can walk through 
the stunning Grießbachklamm and take the bus back to Waidring.

Around the Hausberg (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
The starting point is the village center (Hausberg T-bar). Follow this path 
to the fountain, then turn left above the Weissbach gorge to the forest trail 
to Talsenalm. Stay right and walk towards Talsenalm and further on to 
the Krinnsattel and back to Waidring. Option: From the Krinnsattel ascend 
right up to the Hausberg peak. Return to the valley by the fountain.-

The mountains are calling – whether it is the Steinplatte, the 
Wildseeloder or the Buchensteinwand – the fantastic landscape in 
the PillerseeTal is the perfect place for hiking and leaving the daily 
routine behind.

THEME TRAILS
•  Besinnungsweg”(part of the Jakobsweg) – St. Jakob in Haus
• „Frieden-Schützen“ – Waidring
•  Triassic Trail - Waidring
• Fairy tale trail – Waidring
• IVV hiking paths – PillerseeTal
• Bee trail – St. Ulrich am Pillersee

PILGRIM TRAILS
• Jakobsweg
• Pinzgauer Marienweg

LONG DISTANCE TRAILS
• KAT Walk – St. Jakob in Haus
   and Fieberbrunn
• Adlerweg – Fieberbrunn

For further information please visit our homepage www.pillerseetal.at. 
You are also very welcome in one of our five tourism offices in the 
PillerseeTal. 

Fieberbrunner Höhenweg (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 10 hours •
From the village center take path AV-711 via Rettenwand and Lucht 
to the Streuböden Alm. Carry on to the Wildalpgatterl, then right to 
the Wildalm and up to the Wildseeloderhaus. Further on via Seenie-
der (1.949 m) and the Niedermahdstein (1.901 m) to the next fork. 
Here you leave the AV-711 and take the path to the right to the 
Gebrakapelle and to the Gebrajoch. Continue to the Gaisberg Peak to 
Lengfilzenalm - Schlinachalm - Lachtal - Grundalm and through the 
Pletzergraben via Almausschank Pletzer back to the village. By using 
the cable car the walking time will be reduced to 7 hours.

Karstein  (1.922 m)

Walking time: approx. 4 hours •
From Gasthof Auwirt walk along the Gebraweg to the junction in di-
rection Hochkogl and take the street to the farm „Rohr“. There the 
ascent to the Karstein begins. Continue to the upper pastures of the 
Edenhausalm, then further on via the northeast crest to the peak.

Herrgott - Gebrakapelle St. Daniel (1.661 m ) - 
Gebragipfel (2.057 m)

Walking time: approx. 4 hours ••
Take the Gebraweg in the Pletzergraben to Almausschank Pletzer. 
From here it takes approx. 15 min until you come to a fork with a 
cruzifix. Take the left pathway to the Farmanger Grundalmen and 
further on to the Gebrakapelle. From here take the ascent on the right 
to the Gebrascharte and via the Gebraranken to the peak.

Wildseeloderhaus - Wildseelodergipfel (2.119 m)

Walking time: approx. 4 hours ••
From the village center take the path AV-711 via Rettenwand and 
Lucht to the Streuböden Alm. First walk to the Wildalpgatterl and then 
right to the Wildalm and further on to the Wildseeloderhaus. From the 
refuge the path leads along the right side of the lake up to a treeless 
hillside and further along the „Seewand“ towards the Törl. Trough the 
jag and over a soft ridge you reach the peak in approx. 45 min.

Wildseeloderhaus - Blumenweg Hochhörndl - 
Streuböden
Walking time: approx. 2 ½ hours •
From the Wildseeloderhaus via the Seenieder you reach the wonderful 
Blumenweg (flower path), where you can see numerous alpine flow-
ers. After that you continue the tour via  Hochhörndlhütte (not opened) 
and continue to Reckmoos and the Jägersteig to the middle-station 
Streuböden.

Eiserne Hand - Burgeralm (1.254 m) - Spielberg (2.044 m)

Walking time: approx. 5 hours ••
From the Gasthof Eiserne Hand continue further along the slightly as-
cending path on the left to the Burgeralm, approximatly 2 hours. Then 
in a northerly direction to the Postmeisteralm and from here along the 
well marked trail to the peak. 

Dorf - Buchensteinwand (1.456 m)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
From the village center walk to the fire department. From here turn left 
over the bridge and further to hamlet Schönau-Pertrach. Here conti-
nue in a northerly direction and follow the signs to the Tennalm. From 
the Tennalm follow the ascending trail in a north-eastern direction to 
the Buchensteinwand peak.

Bischof (2.127 m)

Walking time: approx. 7 hours ••
From the village center take the path AV-711 via Rettenwand and 
Lucht to the Streuböden Alm. First walk to the Wildalpgatterl and then 
right to the Wildalm and further on to the Wildseeloderhaus. Then via 
the Seenieder (1.949 m) and the Niedermahdstein (1.901m) in the 
direction Bischofsjoch. Then keep left towards the peak. By using the 
cable car the walking time will be reduced to 4 hours.

Schreiende Brunnen (little waterfall)

Walking time: approx. 1 hour •
Walk from the Gasthof Eiserne Hand along the Hörndlinger Graben 
over the bridge and right along the Schwarzbach to the „Schreiende 
Brunnen“. If you want, you can hike to the alpine pastures in the 
Hörndlinger Graben.

Wildalpgatterl - Jägersteig - Lärchfilzhochalm
Walking time: approx. 1 hour •
Take the cable car to the middle station „Streuböden“. Then take 
the footpath to the Wildalpgatterl and left along the Jägersteig to the 
Lärchfilzhochalm.

Panorama trail St. Jakob in Haus
Walking time: approx. 3 hours •
At Gasthof Post walk left towards Pension Elisabeth. Then right to the 
sports field, further to the left in the direction of Flecken to the junction 
at the Kröpfllift. Towards Buchsteinwand to the signpost saying 
“Panoramaweg Fieberbrunn”. In this direction you reach the circle trail 
“Buchsteinwand”. Follow the descending trail to the signpost saying 
“Moosbach”. Next on the Holzerweg to the hamlet of Moosbach. Then 
in the right direction along the Pillersee road. After about 200 m cross 
the road and walk up to the hamlet Filzen and on the Panoramaweg 
back to the village center. 

Eiblberg Einkehr ( 1.005m) -  Gerstberg (1.119m)

Walking time: approx. 1,5 Std.  • ( can be reached by car too)
Between Gasthof Post and tourist office you follow the Pfarrgasse to 
the Pfarrhaus. Then the trail leads right up over the Eiblberg. In about 
45 min. you will reach the Eiblberg Einkehr. From here you can con-
tinue to the 700 year old farm Gerstberg (not opended) at an altitude 
of 1.119 m.
 

Lehrbergalm (1.234 m) - Schartenalm (1.414 m)

Both huts not opened, walking time: approx.2 hours •
Starting point: Weiler Lehrberg, pass the farmhouse Lehrberg (close 
to the bus stop) and walk straight ahead following the sign to the 
Lehrbergalm. There you have two hiking possibilities to choose from: 
the easier option via the forest track or the more difficult path via the  
forest to the Schartenalm. 
 

St. Jakob Dorf - Jakobskreuz (1.462 m)

Walking time: approx. 2,5 hours  •
From the center of St. Jakob in Haus you walk in direction Bergbahn 
Pillersee (cable car station). At Pension Elisabeth you turn right, pass 
the soccer field and keep going along the circular path Buchstein-
wand in direction Fieberbrunn. At the next junction turn left in direc-
tion Buchensteinwand via Katzeneck /Kühle Klause. Below the summit 
turn left and keep going up to the Buchensteinwand and the alpine inn 
“Buchensteinwand”. On the plateau you can visit the Jakobskreuz, the 
flower trail and the reservoir lake.
 

St. Jakob - Fieberbrunn - St. Jakob (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours •
From the village center on the “Besinnungsweg” to the station “Pil-
gerstab”. Then you continue to the left on the trail Buchsteinwand to 
the Pillersee main road. Cross the main road, staying on the circle trail 
to „Kühle Klause“. Above the farm Hochegg follow the trail until the 
railway underpass Vornbichl. Then via Rosenegg to the railway station 
Fieberbrunn and back over Torfmoos and Filzen to St. Jakob in Haus.
 

St. Jakober Höhenweg
Walking time: approx. 4 hours • 
From Gasthof Post go in a westerly direction to Filzen – Obwall. Cross 
the farms until the fork Fieberbrunn - Hochreith. Turn right towards 
Tennhäusl and then to the 700 year old farm Gerstberg. Next to the 
Hauserberg (Here you have the option to use the trail over the Eiblberg 
to Filzen or you take the descending trail directly to St. Jakob in Haus). 
Next on the “Steinerne Stiege” to the Schartenbergalm and Lehrber-
galm. From the Lehrbergalm there are two options: to the Lehrberg-
bauer or to the village of St. Jakob in Haus.
 

St. Jakober Besinnungsweg
Walking time: approx. 45 min. • 
A part of the Pilgrim’s Route leads through St. Jakob in Haus. During 
the 700th anniversary of St.Jakob in Haus the idea was raised, to 
build a path of senses. Starting at the fountain in front of the church 
you find the symbols of the patron Saint Jacob: shell, wand and hat. 
The trail provides a unique opportunity for reflection. The trail ends at  
the Filzenweg.

Pillersee-Runde (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 1 ½ hours •
From the „Dorf/Pillersee parking“ turn left to the path that leads along 
the right side of the lake. After the kiosk walk over the small footbridge 
to the other side of the lake. Continue on passing the restaurant Piller-
see-Blattl before returning to the parking Dorf/Pillersee.

Adolari-Runde (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 2 ½ hours •
From the church walk in direction Latschenbad, then right to the Pa-
norama trail to St. Adolari. The path, with stations of the cross, leads 
hikers to the well known pilgrimage church St. Adolari. Coming back, 
cross the Pillersee street - after the wide walking path meets the 
Pillersee path - walk past the kiosk back to St. Ulrich am Pillersee.

Weiler-Runde (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 2 ½ hours •
From the „Dorf/Pillersee parking“ cross the footbridge over the small 
river and walk straight on. Then the trail leads right behind Neuwieben 
in the direction of Weißleiten. In the area of the Koglfasser path take 
the forked path to Weiler Au and from there you‘ll reach the Strasser-
wirt. After Strass take the walking path back to the village center of 
St. Ulrich am Pillersee. 

Schießlingalm (1.270 m)

Walking time: approx. 1 ½ hours •
From Weißleiten walk in the direction of Grieseltal. Then up on the well 
marked trail to the Schießlingalm, located in front of the Steinberge.

Lindtalalm (1.087 m) - Winterstelleralm (1.420 m)

Walking time: approx. 1-2 hours •
From Schartental walk along the street or take the hiking trail from the 
Latschenbad. You‘ll reach the Lindtalalm first. From here it takes one 
more hour up to the Winterstelleralm.

Kirchberg (1.680 m) - Schafelberg (1.597 m)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours •
From the Latschenbad walk via the spectacular „Steinere Stiege“ 
through the so-called Kalktal (Lime Valley) to the peak of the Kirchberg 
at an altitude of 1.680m. From there further on to the Schafelberg 
(1.597m). The short but very steep descent leads over the Teufelspal-
fen directly back to the Latschenbad. Very good physical constitution, 
endurance, free from vertigo and safe over steep terrain is necessary.

Heimkehrerkreuz (2.050 m) - Ulrichshorn (2.155 m)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours - experienced hikers only! •
From the „Dorf/Pillersee parking“ cross the footbridge over the small 
river. Walk straight ahead and up the winding trail to the Bräuplatte 
at 1.430m. From there walk through the alpine pines up to the rocks 
of the Steinberge in order to reach the Heimkehrerkreuz/Ulrichshorn.

Teufelsklamm
Walking time: approx. 1 hour  ••
Possibility to park directly infront of the Teufelsklamm. From here fol-
low the sign-posts „Teufelsklamm“ foot-path into the gorge. At the 
end a little devil‘s figure is waiting. The tour takes app. 40 min up-
wards and 30 min downwards.Please wear good shoes!

Rundweg Buchensteinwand  (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 5 hours (approx. 21 km) •
Starting point is the village center of St. Jakob in Haus. From there 
right beside of the main road towards St. Ulrich am Pillersee. Pass the 
Bergbahn Pillersee and the district Flecken. From there, you go right 
along a forest trail in direction Wiesensee. Then continue towards 
Hochfilzen, turn right at Glaagut and then left after the bridge. Then 
walk in the direction of Fieberbrunn / Pfaffenschwendt and above the 
railway to Vornbichl. From there, a bit steep uphill to Hochegg, then to 
„Kühle Klause“ and along the Rettenbach down to the hamlet Mühlau 
and back to St. Jakob in Haus.
The tour can be started from Fieberbrunn, Hochfilzen, St. Ulrich 
am Pillersee or St. Jakob in Haus!

We wish you a restful vacation and a pleasant stay in the PillerseeTal 
– Kitzbüheler Alpen.

Grießner Hochmoor (Bird observation area)

Walking time: approx. 45 min. •
A hike to the romantic Grießensee leads you to the Regio-Tech. Turn 
right onto the bike path to Leogang. Pass the reed zone to the bird 
observation tower directly at the lake. Countless types of birds can be 
observed.

Römer Sattel Schüttachweg (part of the „Pinzgauer Marienweg“)
Walking time: approx. 4 hours •
This walk leads you via the Römersattel on the old pilgrim trail into 
the Pinzgau. Start in the center of Hochfilzen, walk in direction of the 
Troop Practice Range (TÜPL) and pass the Biathlon-stadium in direc-
tion of the Römersattel (1.205m) to the Vorderkaserklamm (possibi-
lity to rest). ATTENTION: This path leads through military zone. Please 
refer to the signs next to the path! From St. Martin you can take the bus 
back to Hochfilzen.

Kirchl (1.692 m)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
From Oberwarming walk approx. 300 m on to the circular trail 
Buchensteinwand, then to the right. It‘s a steep ascent to the top and 
the trail leads directly to the peak. If the weather is fine, you can see 
seven churchtowers!

Warminger Höhenmarsch (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours •
After the bridge follow the forest road upstream for about 300 meters 
- at the first junction turn left and after the first descend follow the trail 
keeping right. At the top turn left and walk on until reaching the Wie-
sensee. From here walk on the circular trail back to the starting point.

Weitentalweg (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
From the village center walk in eastern direction along the main road to 
the border Tyrol-Salzburg. Here you turn right and follow the forest road 
uphill to the first fork. From there follow the signs to Feistenau. Over 
a narrow forest path and further on to the Hoferbrücke (bridge) - to 
the right and further on to the main road. From there walk in direction 
Hochfilzen. From Bindermoos you walk back via Schupfenboden to the 
starting point.

Grießener Hochbrett (2.470 m)

Walking time: approx. 4 ½ hours • - experienced hikers only!
The hike starts at the „Regio-tech“ first over the Recheralm - Willegg-
höh to Grießener Schafalm (1.508 m). Now we adhere to the northeast, 
get over a forest back to Hochdrachkopf (1.722 m), on through a 
mountain pine zone to the Jungfrau (1.910 m) and further on to the 
Grießener Rotschartl (2.320 m). From there slightly descending towards 
the southwest, then at the west-side always below the ridge on the 
tapes, good climbing tracks and an insurance rope to the ridge. Then 
the last few meters to the summit.

Buchensteinwand (1.456 m)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
Start at the center of Hochfilzen, take the Herrngasse and turn left after 
the underpass. After 300 m turn left in direction of Untertenn. On the 
right the steep trail leads directly to the top (or before Obertenn, follow 
the Kammberg path on the left side and walk via the Hoametzlhütte up 
to the peak).

Eggerbergweg (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 3 hours •
From the village center walk in direction Fieberbrunn and pass the 
church until you reach the first turn - „Am Rossberg“. At the company 
„Tyrolon“ walk straight ahead in direction farm Schupfenboden and 
Feistenau. Before the bus stop follow the road to the left in direction 
Berglehen and Aiblhöh. At the cattle gate keep left and follow the road 
uphill. From there via Waldmahd and the forest road to the main road 
of Hochfilzen. Finally turn left back to the village center of Hochfilzen.

Grießener Almen (1.362 m - round trip)

Walking time: approx. 4 hours •
From the village center walk along the main road and cross the border 
Tyrol-Salzburg (1.5 km from Hochfilzen). Turn right at the parking 
and follow the forest trail up to Grießner Almen. Continue downhill to 
Aiblalm (Ulnalm) - then the way up to Aiblhöhe. At the cattle gate keep 
right and follow the road uphill. From there via Waldmahd and the forest 
road to the main road of Hochfilzen. Finally turn left back to the village 
center of Hochfilzen.

Palfenweg (round trip)

Walking time: approx. 2 hours •
Starting from the parking „Barbarakapelle“ you pass the command 
building. At the first fork turn left and hike uphill staying on the forest 
road. 200 m after the hut follow the signs towards to the Liedlgraben. 
From there follow the forest trail along the small river. At the bridge turn 
left and go back to the starting point.

Experience the Alps!

Fieberbrunn Hochfilzen St. Jakob in Haus St. Ulrich am Pillersee Waidring

Panorama- and
hiking map

Showtime for mountain dreams
Fieberbrunn - Hochfilzen - St. Jakob in Haus
St. Ulrich am Pillersee - Waidring

pillerseetal.at

Tourismusverband PillerseeTal
Dorfplatz 1, A-6391 Fieberbrunn 
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LEGEND      • easy  • medium  • difficult

Interactive 
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Subject to technical alterations, errors and misprints excepted.

Varied hiking tours lead to the receipt of 
the “PillerseTaler hiking pin”. It doesn’t 
matter, if you squall the peaks or if you are 
walking from mountain hut to mountain 
hut - there is a pin for every level. The 
team of the tourist board PillerseeTal will 
give you all the information you need.

PillerseeTal hiking pin

If you need a detailed hiking map of the 
region or further information on hiking 

possibilities you can visit us in one of our 
tourism offices in the PillerseeTal.

Guidelines for hiking tours

1. We strongly advise to inform you about the 
tour route and the difficulty beforehand.

2. Recognise your own limitations and remain 
on the marked trails.

3. Inform yourself about the current weather 
situation.

4. For your own security, please keep an 
adequate distance to cows.

5. Please use dog leashes.
6. Keep the mountains clean and take your 

rubbish back down the valley with you.
7. Alpin emergency call 140



Legend Regiobus 
PillerseeTal

Difficulty of walks
  Mountain inn

  Mountain inn / control points for „Wandernadel“ hiking pin

  Control points for „Bergsteigernadel“ hiking pin 

 
 Tourist information

  Regio-Bus stop 

   Cablecar “Streuböden”, “Lärchfilzkogel” 

 and “Steinplatte”

  Chairlift “Buchensteinwand” 

 Campingsite

The guest card is your ticket 
for the free use of the buses in 
the PillerseeTal! Timetables are 
available in all five tourist offices 
in the PillerseeTal.

Easy walk
for beginners - some condition of 
advantage

Medium
condition and experience on the 
mountains of advantage

Difficult
experience and good condition 
necessary

1. 

2. 
3.
4.

Adventure worlds in the PillerseeTal

Timoks Alm & Coaster
Alpine coaster, adventure path, forest 
rope course and much more! 
     www.timok.at

Jakobskreuz
The new attraction of the PillerseeTal has a 
height of approx. 30 meters.
                      www.jakobskreuz.at

Triassic Park
Up to prehistoric times! Triassic Park, 
viewing platform, beach and much 
more!        www.triassic-park.at

Familienland
More than 40 attractions, indoor climbing hall, dead 
sea salt grotto, roller coaster and much more!
           www.familienland.net
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Theme trails
Adlerweg & KAT Walk  
 

Railway station


